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Director’s Message

Dear Delegates and Friends,

It is with great pleasure that we welcome you to the Gold Coast
Queensland to host the 2nd Australian Farriers Conference.
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It’s an exciting time for the Australian Farriers’ Conference as
we continue to grow and develop with the focus on remaining
adaptable and motivated.
This years theme “Gaining the Edge” is an opportunity to gain
more knowledge as a farrier, be a step ahead as a business and
to professionally develop the Farriery Industry as a whole. By
continuing to meet and bring inspired people together, we are
ensuring that the Australian Farriers’ Conference remains at the
cutting edge.
We have great support from our trade partners and sponsors for
this year’s event so be sure to spend some time at the their trade
stand seeing what they have on offer.
We’d like to thank each of you for attending our conference and
bringing your expertise and knowledge into this professional
platform. You, as farriers, have the vision, the knowledge, and
the experience to help us pave our way into the future.
Throughout this conference, we ask you to stay engaged, keep
us proactive and help us shape the future of the farriery industry.
Yours sincerely,
Erin & Courtney Stevens
Directors
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Notes....................................................................33
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How to get the most out
of your investment at
the Australian Farriers
Conference
Participate - Get involved in the discussions and demonstrations –
experience is the best way to learn!

Ask Questions - Use the opportunity to ask questions after each
presentation or submit your questions for the Inspirational Session on
Saturday at 4pm.

Networking - As well as the great speakers we have lined up during the
conference, there are also many experienced, knowledgeable farriers sitting
right next to you. We all have something to share and learn.

Feedback - Please take the time to complete our feedback forms. We use
this information to help us plan next year’s conference. If there are topics,
speakers or workshops you think we should have – let us know! We will do
our best to get them here as this conference is all about YOU!

Enjoy yourself - take a break, enjoy the atmosphere and take away your
tool box full of tips, tricks and new friends. And remember:
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Social Events

New Sessions

Welcome Reception & Delegate Registration

On the Ground

Farriers’ Dinner

This year we have the following ‘On the Ground’ Sessions:
• Kim Broad – Rotational & Angular Limb Deformities
• Bertrand Sonneville – The Latero Medial Trim
• Dr Andrew Watts & Steve Costin – Low Heel Syndrome
• TBC

6.30pm – 8.30pm
Garden Terrace - Opening of the Trade Show
Free drink on arrival compliments of the Australian Farriers’ Conference
Canapés

7.00pm – 11.00pm
Main Ballroom
Three course dinner and beverages

Trade Show

The trade show is open during all conference breaks in the main foyer.

This year we introduced a new session called ‘On the Ground’. This
is an opportunity for fellow farriers to share their ideas, concepts,
research or innovation to create a professional pathway for speaking
at future Australian Farriers’ Conferences.

Let’s show our support for our colleagues!

FREE Partner Session

Saturday, 3 August
11.30am – 12.30pm (Lunch with delegates to follow)
Meeting Room 1 & 2
‘You need to hear what I have been saying to your partners’ Ngareta Linehan
At last year’s conference I encouraged Farriers to train their clients to treat
them as professionals. Small changes to Farrier behaviour could made changes
to see Farriers take home more income. Some Farriers changed the way they
did business and as a result earned more.
Some did not! Making changes can be
scary; Some Customers might get angry
and stop using your partners Farrier
services. On tough days, your partner may
need your support and encouragement
because some customers are not worth
keeping!
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Location
The Gold Coast is a metropolitan region south of Brisbane on
Australia’s east coast. It’s famed for its long sandy beaches, surfing
spots and elaborate system of inland canals and waterways. It’s also
home to theme parks such as Dreamworld, Sea World and Wet’n’Wild.
The Gold Coast is an ecologically diverse area featuring a range of
National Parks, nature reserves and World Heritage-listed national
parks, it also has Australia’s largest area of subtropical rainforest and
has the world’s biggest volcanic caldera and 300kms of walking
trails. Burleigh Head National Park is popular for it’s local proximity,
walking track and scenic ocean views back to Surfers Paradise and
down to Coolangatta.

Competition Time
Things to do in Gold Coast
• ifly Indoor Skydiving (Opposite the Mantra)
• Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary
• Treetop Challenge
• Skypoint Climb
More information can be found at www.destinationgoldcoast.com
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Complete the
questionnaire to go
in the draw to win
1 of 2 Mustad
Premium Tools
*Winner to be announced at end of
Conference.

mustad.com.au
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Workshops
An interesting focus on foot anatomy- hands on interactive workshop

Professor Chris Pollitt & Brian Hampson
During this presentation Chris and Brian will share some of their functional anatomy
knowledge delivered in the way that farriers like: hands on, 3D and interactive. They
will discuss distal limb and hoof function while a cadaver limb is loaded on a hydraulic
press at gallop load and tendons are cut one by one. There will be a demonstration
of hoof circulation by cannulating the major blood vessels of a loaded distal limb.
Pressure sensors will be inserted into the foot dermal structures while limbs are loaded
with various trimming and shoeing techniques to demonstrate the effect of farriery
on lamellar and sole loading. Feet will be cut in 3 planes using a portable band saw
to discuss the 3D architecture of the hoof wall, sole and suspensory apparatus of the
distal phalanx. This will be an interactive session with an open floor.

X-ray Masterclass

Dr Jen Lugton
This class will endeavour to give farriers all the tools they need when it comes to
working with vets and interpreting X-rays. Topics include:
- What can x-rays tell us
- When are x-rays indicated
- The difference between foot x-rays for vets and foot x-rays for farriers
- How to take the perfect farrier friendly x-ray
- Hoof Measurements - which ones do we actually need
- What external landmarks can we use when x-rays just aren’t an option

Casting Clinic

Erin Stevens
At the Casting Clinic you will learn many uses for Equicast and how versatile this product
can be in any farrier business. With focused demonstrations covering preparation of
the foot, application of Equicast, troubleshooting and tips and tricks, to ensure you get
the best finish product. There will be opportunities for you to practice casting on model
legs to fine-tune your application skills learnt in the workshop.

Morning Tea Sponsored
by Stockmans Supplies
Check our their range of
Equicast products
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Conference Program
Day 1 - Thursday 1st August
Session 1:
9.30-11.30am

An interesting focus on foot anatomy hands on interactive workshop
Equine Anatomy & Live Dissection
Prof. Chris Pollitt/ Brian Hampson

Morning Tea

SPONSORED BY:
Stockmans Supplies Brisbane

Session 2:
12.00-1.00pm
Lunch
Session 3:
2.30-3.30pm
6.30-8.30pm

X-ray Masterclass Casting Clinic
SPONSORED BY: Equicast
Dr Jen Lugton
Erin Stevens
Free time - Delegates to source own lunch
X-ray Masterclass Casting Clinic
SPONSORED BY: Equicast
Dr Jen Lugton
Erin Stevens
Welcome Reception & Registration
Garden Terrace
Complimentary of the Australian Farriers Conference

www.jcmilton.com
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Conference Program
Day 2 - Friday 2nd August
8.00am

Registration Desk Open

Day 3 - Saturday 3rd August
8.30am

Registration Desk Open

8.55-9.00am

Welcome Back

9.00-9.45am

Plumbers keep $40 of every $100 they invoice….Do you?
Ngareta Linehan

8.45-9.00am

Welcome & Overview

9.00-9.45am

Effects upon the equine hoof that cause hoof shape
Dr Simon Curtis

9.45-10.30am

Club feet in the thoroughbred yearling. A new perspective
Rodney King

9.45-10.30am

Q&A with Farriers who earn more today than they did a year
ago!
Ngareta Linehan

10.30-11.00am

Morning Tea
Tradeshow OPEN

10.30-11.00am

Morning Tea
Tradeshow OPEN

11.00-11.45am

The Vet – Farrier working relationship
What you need to know
Rodney King

11.45-12.20pm

Trimming and measurement of the hoof
(Sponsored by EponaMIND)
Ray Knightly

12.20-12.35pm

How the environment treats Farriers in Taiwan
Kuo Sheng-Yen

12.35-1.30pm

Lunch
Tradeshow OPEN

11.00-11.15am

On The Ground

11.15-12.00pm

Farriery techniques to change hoof shape
Dr Simon Curtis

12.00-12.20pm

Hendra – Where do we stand?
(Sponsored by Gold Coast Equine Clinic)
Dr Rhian Partridge

12.20-12.30pm

Education Partner
International Association for Professional Farriers (IAPF)
Brian Quinsey

12.30-1.25pm

Lunch
Tradeshow OPEN

1.30-2.15pm

Many different ways to shoe a cat Shoe modifications (Part 1)
Mike Hayward & Laura Gillespie

1.25-2.10pm

Many different ways to shoe a cat Shoe modifications (Part 2)
Mike Hayward & Laura Gillespie

2.15-3.00pm

Update on laminitis – from anatomy to catastrophe
Prof Chris Pollitt

2.10-2.25pm

On The Ground

2.25-3.25pm

3.00-3.15pm

On The Ground

Free roaming horses feet: the good, the bad and the ugly
Brian Hampson

3.15-3.30pm

On The Ground

3.25-4.00pm

Afternoon Tea
Tradeshow OPEN

3.30-4.15pm

Afternoon Tea
Tradeshow OPEN

4.00-5.00pm

4.15-5.00pm

Farriery conservation for endangered species
Michael Fruin

Inspiration Session (Pre-Submitted Questions)
Theme: ‘Gaining the Edge’
Moderator: Ngareta Linehan

7.00-11.00pm

Conference Close

Farrier’s Dinner
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Speaker Profiles
Rodney J. King
NZCEF, CJF, AWCF Farrier, NZ
Rodney King was born and raised in New Zealand. He was
introduced to horses in his early 20s and quickly grew a passion
for Eventing, Show Jumping & Hunting.
Originally attending a short horseshoeing course to shoe his
own horses due to a lack of Farriers in the area, a new obsession
for Rodney was found. Rodney went on to gain his New Zealand
Certification of Equine Farriery (NZCEF) in 2003 and up until
joining the Podiatry team at Rood and Riddle Equine Hospital
in 2008, Rodney ran a successful shoeing business consisting
mainly of competition & sport horses in North Canterbury, New
Zealand.
In 2006 Rodney gained his CJF certification while in the US
after competing at the World Championship Blacksmiths
competition in Calgary, Canada. A successful competitor both
Nationally and Internationally, Rodney has represented New
Zealand seven times at the World Championship Blacksmiths
Competition in Calgary, Canada.
Recipient of numerous scholarships and awards within the
Farrier industry, Rodney strives to further educate himself and
joined Rood and Riddle Equine Hospital’s Podiatry Department
to work alongside Dr Scott Morrison DVM and his team. In
November 2009 Rodney passed the Worshipful Company of
Farrier’s AWCF exam which was held outside of the UK for the
first time in history.

Ngareta Linehan
Business Coach, AUS
CPA qualified with a Business degree, Ngareta had a corporate
career in Accounting and Executive Recruitment spanning 20
years prior to running her own Executive Recruitment business.
In 2012, Ngareta was fortunate enough to be included in
the Sydney Pilot of an International Business Coaching
program called “Halftime”. As a direct result of completing
the Halftime Program, Ngareta embarked on a transition
to Business Coach and she has been enjoying imparting
Business and Communication skills to small business owners
(including those located in Correctional Facilities) ever since.
In 2018, Ngareta commenced as NSW Regional Manager –
New Enterprise Incentive Scheme (NEIS) with Konekt Limited.
In July 2018, Ngareta was successful in securing the Women in
Business Scholarship from Sydney University Business school
and undertook University of Sydney MBA (Leadership and
Enterprise). Ngareta believes this cutting edge/experiential
learning environment will equip her with the skills to continue
to assist business owners to thrive in our increasingly complex
business environment both now and in the future.

Brian Hampson
Farrier & Researcher, AUS
Dr Brian Hampson completed a PhD on the feral and wild horse
foot with Prof Chris Pollitt in 2011. Since then he has become
a farrier, completing qualifications in the USA with Bob Smith
and an apprenticeship with Vet/farrier Charlotte Von Zardo in
Germany. Brian works as a part time farrier, continues with hoof
research and spends a lot of time in the NT desert researching
and working with brumbies. Brian has 18 peer reviewed
published papers and regularly speaks at international
conferences and seminars. Brian presents hoof research from
the point of view of a scientist, farrier and horseman.

Since returning to New Zealand in 2011, Rodney has rapidly
grown his North Canterbury Equine Podiatry business, and is
working closely with local veterinarians on various hoof related
cases. Therapeutic, remedial & performance shoeing dealing
with various foot conditions are all a part of everyday life for this
North Canterbury Farrier.
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Speaker Profiles
Professor Chris Pollitt
BVSc, PhD, Veterinarian, AUS
Growing up in Wollongong, Chris Pollitt had a truly international
education as his engineer father took his family to countries all
over the world. Chris graduated BVSc from Massey University,
New Zealand in 1968 and was a practicing veterinary surgeon in
New Zealand, Victoria, Western Australia and Queensland until
commencing PhD studies in the Physiology Department of The
University of Queensland. His PhD on the Genetic Variation
of Equine Plasma Proteins was awarded in 1984, the year that
Chris joined the School of Veterinary Science as the lecturer in
equine medicine.
He has developed an international reputation in the field of
equine foot biology and disease pathogenesis principally
because of his work on ‘laminitis’ the most important disease
of the horse’s foot. To generate a critical mass of research
personnel Dr Pollitt, in 1996, created the Australian Equine
Laminitis Research Unit, which attracted over $3 million in
research funding, graduated numerous postgraduates and
resulted in 120 publications in international peer-reviewed
journals and over 100 conference proceedings. The Illustrated
Horse’s Foot, his latest book, was published in 2016.
In 1997 Chris was inducted into American Farrier’s International
Hall of Fame for his contributions to education on the horse’s
foot. In 1997 he received the RIRDC-VetSearch Equine Research
Award as Equine Researcher of the Year for laminitis studies
and in 2003 received the Pfizer Scientific Award. The Ian
Clunies Ross Award for outstanding contributions to veterinary
science in Australia and New Zealand was awarded in 2006 and
in London, the same year, he was made an Honorary Fellow
of the Worshipful Company of Farriers for services promoting
scientific understanding of the horse foot. He was awarded
for Excellence in the Equine Veterinary Field Fallon at the 2018
Bain-Fallon Memorial conference.
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Dr Simon Curtis
Farrier & Researcher, UK
Newmarket farrier Simon Curtis has been awarded a doctorate
for his project studying the development of the foal’s hoof.
Simon completed a six year Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
programme at the University of Central Lancashire. His thesis;
The effect of loading upon hoof growth and hoof shape in
Thoroughbred foals, investigated how both normal changes
occurred during growth and how conformational defects
caused misshapen hooves.
He is a Fellow of the Worshipful Company of Farriers by
examination and an Honorary Associate of the Royal College
of Veterinary Surgeons. In 2018 he was presented the Sir Colin
Spedding Award by the National Equine Forum in London for
his contribution to the equine industry in the UK. Dr Curtis is
still a practicing farrier, working from his forge in Newmarket,
Suffolk. He trims and shoes a variety of breeds but specialises
in foals. He intends to continue as a farrier, using the new
knowledge from his studies to improve farriery work on foals
and older horses.

Erin Stevens
Farrier IAPF-I
Coming from a competition background in eventing and
dressage, Erin stared to shoe his own horses at the age of 13,
picking up skills and knowledge from ride-a-longs with local
farriers in school holidays. After finishing his Farrier apprentice
in 1999, Erin started his own farrier business, Shoeing for
Soundness, and has built it into a highly successful farrier
business specialising in performance horses, therapeutic work
and modern materials.
In 2017, my wife Courtney and I created the Australian Farriers
Conference. It gives me great pleasure to give back to the
farrier industry by providing an opportunity to support the
professional development of farriers, create a networking
platform and to protect the welfare of horses. Erin also enjoys
motorcycling, sailing and spending time with my wife and
three young boys. We live in the beautiful St Albans Valley on
our hobby farm of horses, cattle, goats and chickens and are
regularly involved in community activities.
19
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Speaker Profiles
Laura Gillespie
Farrier, USA
Laura was inspired to be a farrier at 14 years old, by farrier Steve
Eastman when he built a series of patton bar shoes out of
barstock for her mare that had lacerated her tendons and partial
suspensory in an accident. She took classes for horseshoeing
at Montana state university 2001 and then attended Oklahoma
Horseshoeing school in 2010.
Throughout her career she has been heavily involved with
the American Farriers Association, the American Association
of Professional Farriers, and several regional associations.
Currently, she is a highly sought after farrier in the Huntsville
Alabama area, although her practice extends into Tennessee,
Georgia, Virginia and Florida seasonally. She works with many
wonderful veterinarians and trainers on hunters, jumpers,
dressage and professional roping horses. She uses an extensive
variety of shoes in her practice, therapeutic and basic, steel and
aluminium, modifying whichever way required at the horse.
Continuing education along with having a strong network with
the farrier community, are definitely keys in her providing the
best up to date hoof care possible.

Dr Rhian Partridge
Gold Coast Equine Clinic, AUS
Rhian has worked for Gold Coast Equine Clinic (GCEC) for
just over four years, recently becoming one of the business
directors. She graduated from Cambridge University in the UK
in 2007 and after a short period in both equine and small animal
proactive she took up her role at Bellevue Veterinary Clinic on
the Somerset, Dorset, Wiltshire borders where she worked for
6 years as an equine vet prior to joining GCEC. Rhian’s main
area of interest is equine medicine with a focus on preventative
health care, nutrition and endocrine disease. She also enjoys
investigations of poor performance and seeing horses do their
intended job well!
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Mike Hayward
Farrier, USA
Mike Hayward is a seasoned professional farrier who runs a
successful multi-farrier business in the California Bay Area.
Mike’s love for wildlife began at a young age and he went
on to study Animal Care at Cannington College in England.
Mike has worked with a wide range of animals throughout his
career, from elephants to penguins to chimpanzees. When
Mike began his career with Ringling Bros and Barnum & Bailey
circus working on elephant hoof care, his desire to teach and
learn from other hoof care professionals lead him to learn
about horse feet. Mike attended Pacific Coast Horseshoeing
School and graduated top 1% of his class. He also earned his
AFEC Certification and APF-I credential. He spends time cross
training with other farriers and hoof care professionals from
all over world. He also makes it a priority to give back to the
farrier community through guest speaking engagements,
mentoring, and teaching at clinics and Horseshoeing Schools.
Mike recently finished his three year tenure as a Director on the
Board of Directors AAPF / IAPF.

Kuo Sheng-Yen
Farrier, TAIWAN
Growing up in a small fishing village, Kuo’s generation of family
lived and earnt from the ocean until his grandfather brought
him ashore for schooling. It was in secondary school that Kuo
saw his first real horse and it was at that moment he fell in love
with horses.
After completing college and military service, Kuo went to
Mitch Taylor’s Horseshoeing School in Kentucky, USA where
he worked with several farriers and vets to complete his
apprenticeship. Moving back home to Taiwan, Kuo began
devoting his knowledge and skills to the horses in his country.
Kuo was luckily invited being part of official farrier team at WEG
in Tryon 2018 and is currently listed to attend Tokyo Olympics
in 2020.
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Speaker Profiles
Ray Knightley
Sponsored by EponaMind
Next to his practise as a traditional farrier, Ray was always
interested in alternative materials for shoeing horses. He
feels very lucky to have met Monique and John Craig from
EponaMind in 2012 and have had the privilege of working very
closely with them ever since.
The concept of EponaMind is very interesting for those
dedicated to maintaining the health and wellbeing of equines.
Using modern technology in this industry is an inevitable
development in this day and age. Being a simple farrier, Ray is
very happy to be able to help farriers in using this technology
and to be able to offer it also to veterinarians.
Ray has been a German qualified farrier for horses and bovine
for over 30 years and is the Managing Director of EponaMind.

Dr Jen Lugton
BvSc (Equine Veterinarian)
Dr Jen Lugton graduated from the University of Sydney in 2007
and has been working purely as an equine veterinarian since in
both Australia and overseas. She has worked in the Hawkesbury
Area of Sydney for the last 8 years and her passions are Equine
Podiatry and more recently Equine Acupuncture. She travels
to the USA regularly to expand her skills and knowledge and
has completed several advanced farrier workshops under
world renowned Dr Ric Redden. Her main interest areas are
rehabilitation of laminitis cases and shoeing performance
horses.
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Michael Fruin
Dip WCF
Michael Fruin, Dip WCF, became interested in the industry
of farriery when he was aged 11 when he was assisting at an
800 year old forge in Chipping Hill Essex UK. At the age of 16
Michael received an apprenticeship with the School of Farriery
in Hereford UK. This was a 4 year indenture, Michael graduated
with the Diploma of the Worshipful Company of Farriers UK.
After his graduation Michael worked advancing his knowledge
and skill base of farriery in Spain, Greece and the USA before
residing in Australia.
In 1989 Michael moved to Australia shoeing racehorses for
leading Sydney trainers as well as working at Equine hospitals
while working as head farrier at Crown Lodge Racing. In 1990
Michael set up his own business, Fruin Forge.
Michael has developed new techniques that have included
a world first in hoof repairs for the prevention of lameness in
Elephant, Giraffe, White Rhino, Hippo and Zebra. Michael has
donated his time to this work free of charge for the past 20
years.
Michael has worked in leading Australian zoos, with veterinary
surgeons and zookeepers as a team to work for the conservation
of endangered animals. Michael always takes his apprentices
with him to gain experience in this unique field of farriery.
All of this work and Michael’s techniques have been shared free
of charge around the zoos and Wild Life Parks of the world to
aid in conservation of endangered animals.
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We’re taking
the stress out of
equine hoof
treatment.

SHOOF INTERNATIONAL LTD PTY
Ph: 1800 121 801
tubbease@shoof.co.nz
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Presentation Abstracts
Effects upon the equine hoof that cause hoof shape.

Dr Simon Curtis
The hoof capsule is subjected to many influencing factors which alter hoof shape.
During early development the foal’s hoof changes in size, shape, thickness, speed of
hoof growth and even colour. Towards maturity there are additional influences upon
shape; which include breed, conformation, laterality, loading, and acquired deformities.
Finally, in maturity, factors which effect hoof shape include; environment, use, injury
and/or disease, and farriery. This lecture will give a greater understanding of hoof
shape change.

Q&A with farriers who earn more today than they did a year ago!

Ngareta Linehan
At last year’s conference I looked at the REAL cost of shoeing a horse, encouraged
farriers to train their clients to treat them as professionals and demonstrated that small
changes to farrier behaviour could see farriers take home more income to their families.
Today, I would like to conduct a Q&A session with some farriers who took on board
some of my recommendations and as a result earn more now than they did a year ago.

The Vet – Farrier working relationship. What you need to know

Rodney King
Opportunities to work side by side with veterinarians don’t come along every day. How
do we develop mutual respect and make the experience beneficial for both parties.
Drawing on my personal experience of working with some of the worlds leading
podiatry veterinarians, we can look into the type of work involved an the factors that
contribute to a successful working relationship that may led you to a new realm of
hoofcare.
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Trimming and measurement of the hoof
Sponsored By EponaMind

Ray Knightley
Barefoot.... metal.... polyurethane? It won’t matter if the hoof is not trimmed properly.
No shoeing system does miracles on its own. Nothing can make up for a poor trim.
So, the trim must be the focus. But....its hard to teach....even the best followers of a
particular trimming guru can be seen to trim differently than their guru! The eye is easily
fooled by the variations the hoof can take on, and everyone sees things a little differently.
We are interested in proper trimming and also the goal of “evidence-based soundness”
-- the pursuit of methods that get past approaches solely based on subjective opinion.
The EponaCam, coupled with Metron-Hoof software allow you to document the hoof
in the most accurate and professional way. The EponaCam makes such record keeping
both easy and accurate, and adds valuable information to the patient record so that
both the veterinarian and farrier can do their jobs at state-of-the-art levels.

How the environment treats farriers in Taiwan

Kuo Sheng-Yen
Taiwan is an island country with limited land, having only a couple thousand horses.
Most of them are imported from Europe for English riding in Hunter Jumper and
Dressage disciplines. With only a few full-time farriers to cover all the horses, labour
shortage is becoming an increasing problem. With more horses being imported in
recent years so is the rising awareness of quality hoof care. I have been putting in a lot
of effort on raising the awareness of how important it is to a horse to receive regular
hoof care and problem hoof treatment received from well-educated farriers.

Many different ways to shoe a cat – Thinking inside or outside the box,
and different ways to succeed at both (Part 1)

Laura Gillespie & Mike Hayward
This presentation will bring to you a new outlook on finding solutions for several shoes
and multiple ways to modify each. We will be looking at the purpose of each shoe,
its function and application/use as well as the pros and cons of shoe, materials used
and environmental factor considerations while aiming to achieve the same mechanical
outcome for the betterment of the horse and your individual practice.
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Presentation Abstracts
Update on laminitis – from anatomy to catastrophe

Professor Chris Pollitt
Laminitis is the pathological disintegration of the suspensory apparatus of the distal
phalanx (SADP). The SADP is a hierarchy of tissues but the hoof epidermal lamellae
are the weak link and laminitis targets them. The lamellae may dis-attach from their
underlying basement membrane (septic shock) or they may weaken and stretch
(insulin dysregulation). Thus, the weight of the horse and the forces of locomotion
drive the distal phalanx down into the hoof capsule, crushing the solar dermis, causing
unrelenting foot pain and a characteristic lameness.

Farriery conservation for endangered species

Michael Fruin
Much of the conservation farriery work that we have undertaken has been kept away
from the eyes of the public but today with the support of the Taronga foundation
and Taronga Zoo I would like to share with you some of the great work that we are
undertaking for the conservation of these amazing animals.
I hope that I can aspire more farriers to work closely with veterinary surgeons, zoos and
animal parks around the world to continue to provide innovative techniques for the
continued conservation of these endangered species.

Plumbers keep $40 of every $100 they invoice….Do you?

Ngareta Linehan
Last year I talked about how to earn more income from your farrier business. This year,
I would like to give you some practical “scripts” to help with the “how to” of making
changes (to the way you do business) without losing ALL of your current customers.

behind club feet and learning to recognise the signs of regression or progress in
treatment, aid the farrier in tailoring a trimming and shoeing regime. The use of modern
materials along with a little creativity has contributed to a shoeing method that can
assist in regaining width and developing a more healthy hoof.

Farriery techniques to change hoof shape

Dr Simon Curtis
One of the greatest challenges to farriers is the management of hoof shape.
Asymmetrical differences within individual and paired hooves has been linked to
unsoundness and farriers are often pressured to improve hooves for aesthetic reasons.
Although there are factors influencing hoof shape that farriers cannot control, there
are others, such as loading, which can be altered by trimming and shoeing techniques.
This lecture will discuss when shape change is beneficial and some of the farriery
options available.

Hendra – where do we stand?
Sponsored by Gold Coast Equine Clinic

Dr Rhian Partridge
A current update on Hendra Virus, how it affects horses and people and the impact
on the equine industry as a whole.

Many different ways to shoe a cat – Thinking inside or outside the box,
and different ways to succeed at both (Part 2)

Laura Gillespie & Mike Hayward
This presentation will bring to you a new outlook on finding solutions for several shoes
and multiple ways to modify each. We will be looking at the purpose of each shoe,
its function and application/use as well as the pros and cons of shoe, materials used
and environmental factor considerations while aiming to achieve the same mechanical
outcome for the betterment of the horse and your individual practice.

Free roaming horses feet: the good, the bad and the ugly
Club feet in the thoroughbred yearling. A new perspective

Rodney King
Club feet can pose issues for the best of farriers, and are often an undesirable product of
blood lines where performance overrules conformation. Understanding the mechanics
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Brian Hampson
This presentation will discuss the relationship between the environment and the
bare foot using free roaming horses from several different countries as models. It
bring together 10 years of research and observations by Hampson and Pollitt into an
interesting and pictorial summary.
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Thanks to our
Event Sponsors

EDUCATIONAL PARTNER

www.jcmilton.com
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2020

Notes

Australian Farriers’ Confernece
What does your ideal conference look like?
Date, Location, Length, Topics
Please take the time to complete the feedback form
so we can make sure AFC2020 is your ideal event!
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SHAPING THE FUTURE
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Notes

Notes
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PO Box 171
Windsor NSW 2756
Australia
ABN: 619 944 722
Directors:
Erin Stevens - 0404 478 423
Courtney Stevens - 0481 067 066
www.australianfarriersconference.com.au
enquiries@australianfarriersconference.com.au
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